Greek Man of the Year
2018: Jeremy Leake, *Sigma Phi Epsilon*

Greek Woman of the Year
2018: Raquelle Bourgeois, *Alpha Delta Pi*
2017: Kendall Brogdon, *Chi Omega*
2016: Kennedy Hayes, *Alpha Delta Pi*

**Jerry T. Brewer Living the Ritual Award**
2018: Sydney Sanders, *Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.*
2017: Mary Helen Caldwell, *Pi Beta Phi*
2016: Nick Boleto, *Sigma Phi Epsilon*; Jerica Knox, *Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.*; and Haley Weston, *Alpha Chi Omega*

**Outstanding Advisor**
2018: Gay Neal, *Alpha Delta Pi*
2016: Laura Fowler, *Chi Omega*; and Courtney Worsham, *Chi Omega*

**Outstanding Chapter President**
2018: Daniel Epstein, *Pi Kappa Phi*
2017: Courtney Hogan, *Pi Beta Phi*
Outstanding Chapters of the Year

2018: Delta Zeta (CPA); Sigma Phi Epsilon (IFC); Kappa Delta Chi Sorority, Inc. (MGC); and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (NPHC)

2017: Pi Beta Phi (CPA); Lambda Chi Alpha (IFC); Kappa Delta Chi Sorority, Inc. (MGC); and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (NPHC)

2016: Kappa Kappa Gamma (CPA); Theta Chi (IFC); Kappa Delta Chi Sorority, Inc. (MGC); and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. (NPHC)

Outstanding House Corporation Board Member

2017: Randi Lynn Roberts, Chi Omega
2016: Nina Myrick, Kappa Kappa Gamma

Outstanding New Member

2018: Madison Lynch, Delta Zeta
2017: Sarah Louise Rhodes, Alpha Delta Pi
2016: Ellie Hall, Kappa Delta; Justin Reed, Sigma Phi Epsilon; and Alexis Free-Jenkins, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Outstanding Property Manager

2018: Marlys Headley, Alpha Gamma Delta
2017: Samantha Spellman, Kappa Kappa Gamma
2016: Jon Sellers, Kappa Alpha Order